
“VOICE OF PAUL-x-LUKE” SERIES 
This series shows how the writings of the apostle Paul and his traveling-&-writing assistant Luke, all tie in together to construct 

“the basic frame of the entire New Testament” from 16 of its books. Under Paul’s unique influence, all these writings emphasize 
 God forging His People into a new kind of Followership whose “growth policy” involves embodying every kind of people & heritage. 
It is within the framework of this people-building endeavor that (1) the Forgiving-&-Restoring Power of Jesus especially gets to be 

displayed, and where (2) its best participants are those whose lives have God’s Presence “pouring forth” within them.  
 

study #28: Paul Writes Romans: a “COMMUNITY ETHICS PLAN” 
—   covering Romans chapters 12:1—15:13   —

 

ACTION #1. “Ethics” is a system for guiding righteous behavior and for applying your beliefs in a way that makes 
you actually live it out in the real world in front of others. Rome’s Christians wrestled with how to live in 
community together since they were partly Jewish-&-Gentile and also because they were citizens of both heaven-
&-Rome. Therefore, at the end of his letter to the Romans, Paul writes out a COMMUNITY ETHICS PLAN so that 
Jesus’ followers could all grow as better and better witnesses of Jesus’ righteousness in all their surroundings. 
 

 
Discuss: how would you 
summarize Paul’s 
COMMUNITY ETHICS PLAN in 
this image to the right, and 
which part interests you to 
learn more about? Secondly: 
How do you imagine Rome’s 
Christians felt about Paul 
coming to their city to be their 
“apostle” after they got to 
read this guidance of his? 

 
 

ACTION #2. Read Romans 12:1-21 and then discuss: 
• in verses 1-2 Paul calls upon all his earlier teachings about “God’s mercies” to now motivate them to be 

changed by God instead of the World. How exactly do these 2 influences work differently than the other? 
• in your own words describe details to these verses’ guidance on (1) thinking not-higher of yourself than 

you ought, (2) creating a love-without-hypocrisy into your life, and (3) becoming more blessing-oriented. 
 

 
ACTION #3. Read Romans 13:1-14 and then in your own words describe details to these verses’ guidance about 
(1) being in proper submission to public authorities, (2) quickly resolving all debts between church-family 
members, and (3) treating people’s personal faith-life with excellence and enthusiasm. 
 

 
ACTION #4. Read these several verses –  Romans 14:1-3 and 14:13 and 15:1 – and then describe details to these 
verses’ guidance about (1) accepting other people’s genuine-service to God, (2) examining your own practice’s 
impact on other people’s conscience, and (3) the importance of always connecting the strong and the weak. 
 
 

EXTRA… FOR THOSE MOTIVATED, DEVOTED, & WITH SOME SELF-COMMAND: 
GOLD CHALLENGE …read ahead (& maybe journal about) for next study: Acts 20—26 

PENGUIN CHALLENGE … (=daily reading + cover full NT+Psalms during series): read GC plus John 16-17 
 

 


